
PRESIDENT OBAMA’S FIRST 100 DAYS 

 

DAY 9 – Obama signs “Equal Pay” bill, windfall for trial lawyers 

• On January 29, Obama signed his first piece of legislation with the goal of creating equal pay 

among men and women by effectively eliminating the statute of limitations for filing gender 

discrimination claims, making it easier for lawyers to file frivolous law suits long past the date of 

infraction. This does not directly translate into a win for women, that is, unless we assume the 

women we are protecting are all trial lawyers. “Equal pay” should not be bestowed in 

courtrooms, it is earned by those women who started small businesses at twice the rate of men 

at the beginning of the decade, and whose businesses will be affected by legislation that 

rewards trial lawyers under the guise of “equal pay”.  

 

DAY 29 – Obama signs $787 billion spending bill, forgets to include stimulus 

• On February 17th, Obama signed the $787 billion stimulus bill that would create so much debt 

for the United States that it would crowd out private investment and actually decrease GDP in 

the long-run, according to the CBO. Such government spending shifts the debt burden to our 

children and represents an effective tax on future generations. The bill creates 32 new 

government programs, leaves out much of the early-discussed infrastructure projects that 

would actually create jobs, and provides only a scant $2.7 billion of relief (i.e. tax cuts) for small 

businesses, a group responsible for bailing us out of the last recession by creating 100% of net 

new jobs in 2001.    

 

DAY 38 - Obama will tax small businesses 

 

• On February  26th, Obama released his budget proposal, and small business owners are bracing 

for the tax increases described in the budget which will hit anyone making over $250,000 a year 

by restoring Clinton era tax rates. These increases will go to fund the president’s goal to 

establish a national health plan and his environmental proposals which will place limits on 

carbon emissions. To most people, these increases in tax rates on “wealthy” don’t sound too 

bad, but many don’t realize that 35% of all business income is reported on individual tax returns 

of small business owners. This amounts to an increased tax bill of $30.1 billion on 1.3 million 

households and businesses (according to the Tax Foundation), and will limit their ability to 

create jobs, innovate, or even stay in business amid the worst global recession since the Great 

Depression. 

• Additionally, Obama will place limits on the amount of itemized deductions these individuals can 

take when they file their tax returns, increasing the amount of taxes this group will pay.  

• Total tax rate increases will equal $1.3 trillion in new taxes on businesses and high- earners over 

the next decade. 



• The carbon emissions system is likely to affect all households as the increased cost of energy use 

by companies will be passed on to consumers. Obama has already anticipated this consequence 

and is supplying a tax credit to offset the increase in everyone’s heating bill, gasoline and 

grocery prices.  

• Obama also seeks to raise the capital gains tax rate from 15% to 20%, which will hurt those small 

business owners and individuals who have already taken a serious hit to their investments and 

401ks over the past year.  

 

Beyond 100 

Obama has taken up a lot during his first 100 days and has ambitious plans for where he wants to go 

in the future. Since his inauguration, Obama has expressed support for the following policies: 

• Card-check legislation will make it easier for workers to unionize which will provide 

numerous complications for small businesses. Rather than supporting policies that will hurt 

small business, Obama should free up workplace regulations so that employees and 

employers can work out what workplace policies suit them best.  

• Expansions to FMLA and mandated paid leave are high on the agenda for Obama and 

Congress. Arguments for these policies always allude to increased workplace flexibility and 

job security for working parents. However, these could have just the opposite effect. FMLA 

expansion will include businesses with 25 or more employees (as opposed to 50 employees 

as the law now stands) and will see many businesses reducing their workforce numbers to 

avoid the extra cost of FMLA compliance, which includes hiring or paying overtime to cover 

the workload of absent employees.  

Rather than imposing strict mandates on workplace regulations through laws like FMLA, 

Obama should consider allowing employees in the private sector do what he’s personally 

been able to do since he became a state senator in Illinois and officially became an 

employee of the state: State and federal employees are able to substitute comp time off in 

lieu of overtime wages if they choose to do so. This allows them to accrue time off for each 

hour worked over 40 hours in a week and provides them with workplace flexibility without 

adding inhibitive costs to businesses. 

• Creating national health insurance plans will consolidate health decision in the federal 

government at the exact time when consumers would prefer more control over their health 

coverage. Rather than creating a government plan that would place arbitrary valuations and 

cost controls on certain health benefits, Obama should consider doing more to make 

individually-owned health plans more affordable and competitive for people and small 

businesses.   

 


